A long-range ordered structure in mitochondrial cristae revealed by a pathological structural modification.
An experimentally imposed 6-hr local ischemia in the anterior wall of the left ventricle in dog hearts leads to a structural modification of the mitochondria in the posterior wall with the cristae revealing a zig-zag pattern when viewed in cross sections. This pattern was found to reveal a change in the distribution of crista mass with an increase of mass at circumscribed regions in each crista membrane and a reduction of mass from the surrounding region in each crista membrane. The accumulation of mass contributed to the elevations that caused the zig-zag pattern. These elevations were distributed according to a tetragonal pattern with a periodicity of 850 A. The tetragonal pattern contributed by one crista membrane was translocated halfway along the diagonals of the tetrameric pattern of the other crista membrane within each crista. The change in mass distribution reveals differences in the strength of bonds that account for binding of the proteins to the cristae with strong bonds in the elevated regions, while enzymes less firmly bound are located in the surrounding region. The respiratory chain enzymes will then be located in the elevated regions and the soluble enzymes including the tricarboxylic acid cycle enzymes will be located in the surrounding region. The tissue in the posterior wall was functionally impaired and normal function was restored when substrate for oxidative phosphorylation was added to the blood perfusing the tissue. It is concluded that the functional impairment is a consequence of a partial breakdown of the structural organization of the tricarboxylic acid cycle enzymes. The discovery of a long-range structural order involving the entire cristae reveals that the enzymes of the multienzyme systems as well as those systems in the cristae are structurally highly organized and it excludes that the enzymes are randomly mixed and highly mobile.